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We present here the proposal to use the LISA interferometer for detecting the gravito-

magnetic field due to the rotation of the Milky Way, including the contribution given by
the dark matter halo. The galactic signal would be superposed to the gravitomagnetic

field of the Sun. The technique to be used is based on the asymmetric propagation of

light along the closed contour of the space interferometer (Sagnac-like approach). Both
principle and practical aspects of the proposed experiment are discussed. The strategy

for disentangling the sought for signal from the kinematic terms due to proper rotation

and orbital motion is based on the time modulation of the time of flight asymmetry.
Such modulation will be originated by the annual oscillation of the plane of the interfer-

ometer with respect to the galactic plane. Also the effect of the gravitomagnetic field on
the polarization of the electromagnetic signals is presented as an in principle detectable

phenomenon.

Keywords: Gravito-magnetism; Galactic halo; Sagnac effect; Space interferometers.

1. Introduction

Among the possible space-times consistent with the Einstein equations and with

various matter distributions, a special interest deserve those endowed with a chiral

symmetry about the time axis of a given observer. The chiral symmetry may

sometime appear as a simple local coordinates artifact, in which case the symmetry

disappears with an appropriate choice of the reference frame. Clearly, the most

interesting situations are when the symmetry is indeed in the curvature of space-

time, which happens when the source of gravity is a spinning mass distribution.

In terms of the metric tensor, the presence of the symmetry we are interested in

is manifested by non-null time-space off-diagonal terms. It is of course always

possible to choose a local reference frame where all off-diagonal terms are brought
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to zero, but this is in general not possible globally, when the source of gravity is

spinning. In weak field conditions (the most common situation in the universe) the

symmetry we are considering appears in the form of a gravito-magnetic field. The

name derives from the fact that in weak field approximation the Einstein equations

assume a form quite similar to Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism (e.m.), so

that the interaction between moving masses (just as moving charges in e.m.) may be

described in terms of forces due to two vector fields: the gravito-electric (analogous

to the electric field, but always attractive), and the gravito-magnetic field (analogous

to the magnetic field of classical e.m.). This formalism is well known and we refer

to the vast literature and to basic texts of general relativity (GR): see for example

Ref. [ 1].

It is, however, worth remarking that the gravito-magnetic force is usually much

weaker than the gravito-electric one, making thus hard to identify measurable ef-

fects. So far, physically relevant phenomena associated with the aforementioned

symmetry are expected, upstream of any approximation, in strong field conditions

such as near Kerr black holes or, when the gravito-electromagnetic approximation is

applied, in the behaviour of peculiar systems where gravity is still strong enough to

allow the gravito-magnetic component to emerge in an observable way. The latter

is the case of the double pulsar, whose internal dynamics, readable from the sig-

nals received by our radiotelescopes, indirectly hints to the gravito-magnetic (GM)

interactions between the spins and the orbital motions of the two stars in the pair.2

In the Solar System, the effects due to the angular momenta of the Sun and

of the planets are extremely weak. Until now the only measured effects are those

of the terrestrial gravito-magnetic field. They have been observed monitoring the

motion of the moon along its orbit by Laser ranging3 and doing the same with the

LAGEOS and LAGEOS2 satellites:4 what was found was the Lense-Thirring drag5

on their motion. Direct evidence has been obtained by the dedicated Gravity Probe

B experiment which measured the induced precession on gyroscopes carried on a

circumterrestrial satellite in polar orbit.6 Laser ranging is also the main tool used

to analyze the orbit of the dedicated LARES mission, which is producing the best

accuracy so far for the GM field of the Earth.7 On the surface of our planet it is

expected to measure the GM field using ring lasers.8–10

A way to compensate for the weakness of the sought effects is to use very large

sensors and measuring devices, that could not be hosted on a single spacecraft

or in a laboratory on Earth. This is one of the reasons pushing toward peculiar

configurations of a plurality of measuring devices in space, either around the Earth11

or at the scale of the inner solar system.12

An extremely interesting opportunity is the LISA interferometer13, designed

and under development for detecting gravitational waves. What we propose here is

to use LISA, which, as we shall see, is already fit for the purpose, also to reveal the

GM field in which the device is immersed. The interesting sources that could be

studied are both the solar angular momentum and the angular momentum of the
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Milky Way (or, to say better, the part of it which is relevant for the solar system).

A further reason of interest for the galactic angular momentum is that it reasonably

depends both on the visible and on the dark component of our galaxy. So far, dark

matter (DM), which is an important ingredient of the cosmic cocktail, is postulated

only on the basis of its direct gravitational (gravito-electric) effect. However, if

DM exists and we trust GR, we may expect also phenomena related to the proper

rotation of DM distributions. It is currently accepted that most galaxies (including

ours) are immersed in huge DM halos; if so, it is also reasonable to expect such

halos to rotate together with the visible part of the galaxy: in fact, if dark and

visible interact gravitationally, any little localized inhomogeneity on one side or the

other acts as a hook that drags or brakes the other component so that, after some

remote transitory, both end up revolving together. The consequence is that DM

should represent a relevant contribution to the angular momentum of the whole,

then to the GM component of the gravitational interaction.

In what follows we outline how LISA could be used to measure both the angular

momentum of the Sun and of the Milky Way. Reliable estimates of the angular

momentum of the visible Milky Way exist: by difference, we could thus measure

the galactic Dark content.

2. Internal space-time of the Milky Way

Globally and in the first instance we can attribute an axial symmetry to the distri-

bution of matter of the Milky Way and imagine also that it is in uniform rotation

condition (stationary space-time). If so the typical line element may be written as

follows:

ds2 = U(r, z)c2dt2 − 2N(r, z)rdφcdt−W (r, z)r2dφ2 −Q(r, z)(dr2 + dz2) (1)

Cylindrical space coordinates have been used. An additional symmetry we as-

sume is reflection symmetry about the galactic plane. U,N,W,Q are dimensionless

functions of r and z only. They are everywhere regular (except possibly in the

origin). The only constraint expressing the reflection symmetry is

∂U

∂z

∣∣
z=0

=
∂N

∂z

∣∣
z=0

=
∂W

∂z

∣∣
z=0

=
∂Q

∂z

∣∣
z=0

= 0 (2)

Our interest is on the view point of an observer at rest with the Sun, so for

the moment it is convenient to assume that the r axis is corotating with the Milky

Way. This assumption does not spoil the symmetry we have assumed, but implies

that the U,N,W,Q functions implicitly include also the effects of the choice of the

observer (which in general treatments is assumed to be at rest with the center of

the mass distribution and located at infinity, whereas here it is co-moving with the

Sun).

We cannot a priori say more about the shape of the functions because we are

considering an observer inside the mass distribution (visible or dark it may be) and
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we do not know exact solutions of Einstein’s equations within a rotating distribution

of matter. Nonetheless, if we succeed in detecting specific effects of the rotation

of the Milky Way, we may also deduce relevant information on the way DM is

distributed. This is because the non trivial parts of the elements of the metric

tensor contain the mass density of the Milky Way and the rotation curve of the

stars in it: since we know how the visible mass is distributed and the rotation

curve of the galaxy (which we have assumed to be the same for DM also), from the

evaluation of the total GM field we may deduce relevant information on the DM

density distribution, which contributes to the effect.

2.1. Galactic gravito-magnetism

Line element (1) is quite general, but we may equally well adopt the language and

the images of the weak field, since that is indeed the case. We may also focus

our attention on the situation on and near the galactic plane considering that the

Sun is not far from it. This said, we read the ratio N/U as the only non-zero

component of a three-vector, which is the analog of the vector potential Ā of classical

electromagnetism.14

Under the above conditions, whenever the metric tensor is independent of time

the equation of geodesic motion can be written in a form analogous to Lorentz’s

equation of e.m.

d2x̄

dt2
= −c2(∇̄U − 2

v̄

c
× ∇̄ × Āg) (3)

v̄ and x̄ are the three-dimensional velocity and position of the test mass with respect

to the observer. The functions U and Āg are given in terms of the elements of the

metric tensor gµν by:

U = g00; A(g)i =
g0i
g00

(4)

In our case it is

Āg = (0,
N

U
, 0) or Āg =

N

U
φ̂ (5)

Here φ̂ is the unit transverse vector in the direction of rotations about the symmetry

axis. Our space basis for covariant vectors is (dr, rdφ, dz) so that all components

of Āg are dimensionless and the field lines of the vector are circles centered on the

space symmetry axis, contained in planes perpendicular to that axis. The next step,

formally recognizing the weak field approximation, is to calculate a gravito-magnetic

field B̄g from Āg just in the same way we would do in classical electromagnetism:

B̄g = ∇̄ × Āg =
N

U
(
∂zU

U
− ∂zN

N
)r̂ +

N

U
(
∂rN

N
− ∂rU

U
)ẑ (6)

∂r and ∂z are a shorthand notation for ∂/∂r and ∂/∂z; each component of B̄g has

the dimension of the inverse of a length.
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If we limit ourselves to the symmetry plane (the galactic plane) the r component

of the field vanishes and the vector turns out to be perpendicular to the plane, then

parallel to the axis of the Milky Way.

3. The propagation of light

In the peculiar space-time we are considering, the propagation of light displays an

interesting behaviour. Whenever some physical device (mirrors, waveguides or else)

constrains light to move along a closed path, the time of flight (ToF) it takes to

make a full turn is different depending on whether the travel is right- or respectively

left-handed. The sense of the circulation is with respect to the field lines of B̄g.

Actually this asymmetry is not peculiar of light only. It holds true for any

signal or voyager, provided its velocity is locally the same in both directions at any

position along the path.15 The effect we are recalling is sometimes improperly called

’Sagnac effect’, though the latter is an effect of special instead of general relativity

and concerns the non inertial rotational motion of the observer rather than the

curvature of space-time.

When considering the situation from a four-dimensional viewpoint, light leaves

the source at a given event of the worldline of the observer, then comes back to the

observer at a different point along its worldline: the path is of course open. When

starting in the opposite direction, the light ray will meet again the observer at a

different event of its worldline. Locally measuring the proper time (τ) difference

between the arrivals (the length of the intercepted interval of the observer’s world-

line) we deduce an information concerning the proper angular momentum of the

source of gravity (possibly combined with rotational motion of the observer, if it is

present).

The difference in proper time can be expressed in terms of the components of

the metric tensor. Using the standard notation of GR we have:16

∆τ = −2

c

√
g00

∮
g0i
g00

dxi i = 1, 2, 3 (7)

The square root of g00 is evaluated at the position of the observer and accounts for

the gravitational field there; it does not coincide with the g00 under the integral

sign, since the latter expresses the gravitational field along the integration path.

Here xi is a generic space coordinate and the integration is performed along the

space closed contour traveled by the light beam.

Restricting the description to the space-time with the symmetries described

above, and using the typical notation of gravito-electromagnetism, the time delay

becomes:

|∆τ | = 2

c

√
U

∮
Agidx

i =
2

c

√
U

∫
B̄g · ûndS (8)

The last term on the right is obtained applying the Stokes theorem of usual

three-dimensional geometry and converts the line integral into a flux; dS is the
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surface element of the area contoured by the closed path in space and ûn is the unit

three-vector perpendicular to the given surface element.

3.1. Galactic Gravito-Magnetism in the Solar System

Our purpose is to consider an experiment carried out at the scale of the inner

solar system and indeed at the Earth’s orbit. The galactic GM field B̄g does in fact

depend on the distance from the center of the Milky Way. The Sun is approximately

RS ∼= 2.35× 1020m (28, 000 light years) away from the center of the Milky Way. If

we think of an instrument revolving around the Sun in correspondence of the orbit

of our planet, its distance from the center of the Milky Way changes at most by plus

or minus 1 astronomical unit (AU), i.e. ∆RS ∼ 3×1011 m. The relative fluctuation

of the distance, under these conditions, would then be ∆RS/RS ∼ 10−9. Even

though we have no explicit expression for the functions appearing in line element

(1), just looking at what happens in electromagnetic analogies, we may reasonably

expect ∆Bg/Bg to be of the same order of magnitude as ∆RS/RS . If so, if we

additionally assume such a relative change to be negligible for our purposes, it

follows that in practice B̄g of the Milky Way is a constant for our experiment.

Under this assumption eq. (8) simplifies to:

|∆τ | ∼=
2

c

√
UBgS cos γ (9)

S is now the total area enclosed in the path of light, assuming that the contour is

contained in a plane; γ is the angle between the perpendicular to that plane and

the direction of the gravito-magnetic field of the Milky Way at the Sun. As far as

the Sun may be considered to lay in the galactic plane, the direction of B̄g coincides

with that of the axis of the Milky Way.

If we are able to measure |∆τ |, we may then deduce from eq. (9) information on

U and in particular on N , since U , being related to the local ordinary gravitational

potential, can also be obtained by other means.

4. Space interferometers and LISA

It follows from previous considerations and from eq. (9) that a good strategy to

detect the presence of a gravito-magnetic field is to resort to the measurement of

time asymmetries in the propagation of light; eqs. (8) and (9) show that we need

a vast area S in order to enhance the sensitivity of the experiment. This is why

appropriate configurations of receivers and transponders in space are particularly

interesting. For instance, it has been proposed11 to use constellations of satellites

around the Earth (such as the Galileos), but even more appropriate and promising

may be the opportunity to use LISA, an orbiting interferometer designed to detect

gravitational waves around the mHz frequency band.

LISA will monitor the distance between pairs of free falling test masses (TM)

at a distance L = 2.5 million km with a continuous interferometric laser ranging
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scheme to detect strain distance variation due to gravitational waves. The TM

pairs will be lodged in three spacecraft arranged to form a big equilateral triangular

constellation. So far we considered the observer as being co-moving with the Sun,

but actually the plane of the LISA constellation will form an angle β = 30o with

the ecliptic plane and that plane is at an angle α ' 60o with respect to the galactic

plane; the whole constellation will rotate around the Sun at a distance of 1 AU,

lagging by 20o the orbit of the Earth; it will also rotate on its plane, around the

center of mass, with the same 1 year period. The geometry of such configuration is

shown in Fig.(1).

BG

aEarth orbit

The Sun

GM field of the 
Milky Way 

Perpendicular to the 
ecliptic




Direction of the axis of the 
Milky Way

 
Spin axis of the Sun

Fig. 1. The LISA interferometer in the Milky Way. a) (left) Freely falling constellation in the
terrestrial orbit. b) (right) Orientation of the triangular constellation with respect to the galaxy

and to the ecliptic.

Keplerian dynamics causes, in the yearly rotation period, changes of up to 104

km in armlength and 10 m/s in spacecraft velocity: this phenomenon, called flexing

of the arms, forbids equal path interferometry. However, the use of post-processing

techniques (Time Delay Interferometry: TDI)17,18 allows to synthesise equal arm

interferometry to better than 1 ns. Among TDI combinations there are several

that mimic the output of a Sagnac interferometer19,20, thus suppressing the GW

signals. By interfering electromagnetic signals traveling in opposite directions along

the LISA triangle, we could measure the ToF difference at one of the corners: Eq.

(8) will then allow us to deduce the intensity of the gravito-magnetic flux through

the interferometer.

In the reference frame comoving with the spacecraft, B̄g will contain various

contributions including those due to the proper and orbital motion of the device

(Sagnac effect). The components of interest would be the galactic contribution

(both from visible and dark matter) and the gravito-magnetic field originating from

the angular momentum of the Sun. In principle also the Earth and other planets

would contribute, but it is easily verified that those components would indeed be

much weaker than the galactic and solar ones.
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4.1. Gravito-magnetism from the Sun

The GM field of the Sun, B̄g�, has a simple form, as long as our star is treated as

a compact spherical spinning source. The configuration of the field is dipolar and

in the solar equatorial plane, where B̄g� is perpendicular to the plane, it is (net of

kinematic contributions, i.e. for a non-rotating observer in a Sun-centered reference

frame)8

B̄g� =
2G

c3r3
J̄� = 2.8 · 10−28m−1 (10)

G is Newton’s constant and J̄� is the angular momentum of the Sun; r is the

observer’s distance from the center of the star.

In our approximation, we can take U = 1−2GM�
c2r ' 1, and the ToF asymmetry,

for the solar effect alone, would then be:

|∆τ |� '
2

c

∫
|B̄g�| cos ηdS ' 4G

c4

∫
|J̄�|
r3

cos ηdS (11)

The flux is calculated over the LISA triangle: actually, the area of the constel-

lation is tilted with respect to the ecliptic, and this has two consequences: 1) part

of the area is slightly above and part slightly below the ecliptic plane so that there

B̄g� has also a small radial component; and 2) the three spacecrafts have different

instantaneous distances from the Sun (δr/r . 0.6%) and therefore experience a

different strength of the dipolar field. In the following, we shall neglect, for sake of

simplicity, both corrections. η is the angle between the normal to the plane of the

triangle and the axis of the Sun. Since the latter is in turn inclined with respect to

the north of the ecliptic21 by the angle χ ' 7◦, η changes periodically during the

year oscillating between ηmin = β−χ and ηmax = β+χ; β and χ are shown in Fig

(1b).

5. Proposed measurements

The experiment we would like to consider uses LISA as the triangular closed path

along which e.m. signals are sent in opposite directions, in order to measure the

ToF difference. Letting, for the moment, all practical problems aside, we note a

multiplicity of contributions simultaneously acting upon the interferometer. GR is

a non-linear theory so that, in principle, it is not an easy task to disentangle the

various terms. In particular, beside the solar and galactic contribution, we have the

kinematic terms related to the rotational movements of the configuration, i.e. the

proper rotation of the triangle, its orbital motion around the Sun and the rotation of

the Sun about the axis of the Milky Way. These kinematic terms may legitimately

be considered as manifestations of the Sagnac effect; in a treatment that wanted

to be ”exact” all terms (both kinematic signals and ”physical” i.e. GM terms)

combine non-linearly with each other, so that it is extremely difficult to distinguish
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them. Fortunately, the fact that all effects are small or very small (the GM terms

are expected to be much weaker than the kinematic ones) helps us, in the sense

that in an approximate treatment we are allowed to truncate the expansion at the

lowest order. Indeed the lowest approximation is the linear one where a simple

superposition principle is applied.

Even accepting the linear approximation, the problem remains of separating the

different addends of the sum. This separation would be possible if we knew at

least the kinematic terms with an accuracy better than the size of the unknown

”physical” contributions. This is a difficult task, because the gravitomagnetic effect

is expected to be many orders of magnitude smaller than the Sagnac effect; we need

some sort of signature that highlights the terms of interest and the ”marking” we

may exploit is the time dependence of the signals. Looking at Fig.(1b) we see that

our triangle oscillates yearly with respect to the galactic plane between an angle

γmax ' α + β and an angle γmin ' α − β, where α ' 60o is the angle between

the ecliptic and galactic planes. The oscillation is not simply sinusoidal and we use

' instead of just = because the axes of the Milky Way, of the ecliptic and of the

LISA triangle never turn out to be exactly co-planar. Furthermore, when looking

at the solar contribution, we find the already mentioned oscillation with respect to

the solar spin axis.

Thus, both GM contributions exhibit yearly periodicity but with a different

phase, whereas the Sagnac effect is nearly constant with small harmonic components

(including the yearly one) due to flexing, which can be, in principle, calculated and

subtracted.

As for the detectable signal, we may estimate its minimal amplitude for the Sun

GM from eq. (11), with a LISA constellation area, neglecting the above mentioned

oscillations, S = (
√

3/4)L2 ' 2.7 × 1018m2. The target displacement sensitivity

for LISA, is c|∆τmin| ∼ 10−11 m. With this sensitivity both the solar GM and the

galactic one should be detectable by LISA (see fig.2), although with marginal signal

to noise ratio.

Eq. 9 shows that the minimum detectable GM field would then be

B(min) ∼ 1.8× 10−30m−1 (12)

In order to see what this number means, consider that the terrestrial GM field

on the surface of the Earth (at the equator) is ∼ 10−22m−1. Proper Sagnac terms

(which depend on the angular velocities around the Sun, around the constellation

center and around the galactic center) are many orders of magnitude larger than

the value in eq.(12), whereas the solar contribution is only a factor 100 above the

minimum detectable signal. On the basis of estimates of the angular momentum

of the visible mass, the galactic GM field is expected to be just above the edge of

detectability.
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Fig. 2. Time dependence of the expected signals (expressed as lengths) on a noiseless LISA

constellation:
TOP: Sagnac effect, due to the triangle rotations both around the Sun and around its center. The

signal has an almost constant value, with small (∼ 1%) oscillations due to the flexing of the arms

and ensuing change of the area.
MIDDLE: GM effect from the Sun; the yearly modulation is due to the inclination of J� with

respect to the ecliptic.

BOTTOM: signal from the galactic Gravito Magnetism; this measurement would be performed
within the source mass current, and no certainties can be offered about its strength. We hypothized,

for this plot, a field BMW = 3 · 10−30m−1, neglecting the contribution of the external part of the
Milky Way (that would actually act to reduce this strength).

6. GM effect on light polarization

The only GM effect we have considered so far is the asymmetry in the ToF of light,

but there are other consequences to be considered. The analogy with classical e.m.

suggests that we may also expect the analog of the Faraday effect. In other words,

if a linearly polarized light beam propagates along the field lines of a GM field

the direction of the polarization vector should rotate around the direction of the

propagation.23

Using the formalism of GR, the electromagnetic field is described (in four di-

mensions) by the so called Faraday anti-symmetric tensor Fµν and, regardless of

any approximation, when there is propagation producing a four-dimensional area

δS0i = (δτδxi) = (δxi)2/c (movement along the direction of xi at the speed of light)

the corresponding change in Fµν is

δFµν = (Rµε0iF
εν +Rνε0iF

µε)δS0i (13)

Rµνλρ are the components of the Riemann tensor which account for the curvature of

space-time.
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Whenever the propagation takes place over a distance l in a direction non-

perpendicular to the GM field, the change in the Faraday tensor corresponds to a

rotation of the polarization vector of the wave around the propagation line by an

angle ψ:23

ψ ' −
√
g00

2
B̄g · l̄ = ± l

2

N√
U

(
∂rN

N
− ∂rU

U
) (14)

The last expression in Eq. (14) refers to the case of the Milky Way and uses the

notation introduced in Eq. (6) applied on the galactic plane and for light travelling

in a direction perpendicular to that plane.

The solar GM will produce, in any LISA arm, a rotation of the polarization

plane of ∼ 3 ·10−19 prad. The two laser beams propagating in each arm in opposite

directions would undergo opposite rotations. In principle the effect would cumulate

with the laser beam going around the constellation if the transmission of the light

from satellite to satellite preserves the polarization. LISA will use linearly polarized

light for the strain measurements. The unwanted polarisation component present

in the received beam will be removed, when entering the measurement chain, by

a PBS (polarising beam splitter); this fraction, containing the GM signal, could

be in principle detected by an additional, dedicated photo diode. In fact, in the

LISA-Pathfinder (LPF) mission it has been observed that, because of non perfect

performance of the PBS, part of this light can still contaminate the strain mea-

surement, yielding additional noise in the form of read-out noise and spurious laser

pressure. Thus the GM rotation effect in LISA would possibly result in a decreased

sensitivity of the observatory. That signal could be reconstructed in post-processing,

as it was done in LPF, using a well shaped model of the measurement chain.22

7. Conclusion

We have discussed the relevant sources that could contribute to the gravito-magnetic

field in the solar system far from the planets and within 1 AU from the Sun. In

particular we have considered the relevance of the field in producing an asymmetry

in the propagation of electromagnetic signals along closed space paths. We have

then discussed the possibility to use the big triangle formed by the LISA satellite

constellation applying an approach similar to that of the Sagnac effect.

A quantitative evaluation of the effects shows that the sensitivity of such an

arrangement would be sufficient to measure the solar GM field. Such measurement

would give an important information on the internal structure of the Sun, from

which the angular momentum of our star depends. But LISA, used à la Sagnac,

would probably be able to reveal the weak GM field of the Milky Way as well.

This is increasingly interesting and important since the galactic gravitomagnetism

depends of course on the distribution of visible matter in the Milky Way, but also,in

a non marginal way, on the presence of dark matter, that, on the whole, is expected

to have a mass much greater than that visible.
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The GM field also causes a rotation of the polarization of the e.m. signals

that will travel along the arms of the interferometer. The effect is tiny , and its

detection is extremely challenging, but should in principle be considered, in view

of future technological advances. This would yield additional and complementary

information on the intensity of the field.

LISA will send its “raw” data to Earth, to be off-line processed and syntethized

in interferometric signals: in view of this strategy, pursuing the search for GM

signatures on the data, a challenging, though not impossible task, should require

no further hardware development, and no additional task for the mission.

For these reasons and for the importance of the objectives pursued it would be

worthwhile to carry out the experiment.
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